Supersession to UFC 2-000-05N Appendix D (formerly NAVFAC P80.2)

Appendix D – Naval Mobile Construction Battalion Facilities (formerly P-80.2) was published on May 1, 1976 and is no longer an accurate description of the planning criteria required for facilities supporting a Naval Mobile Construction Battalion. Therefore, this supersession document has been created as a replacement and all category code and criteria information now reside in the UFC 2-000-05N.

Naval Mobile Construction Battalion facilities utilize a number of expeditionary, operational, and base operations related category code numbers (CCNs) to define requirements. Some of these CCNs were added or updated in 2018 and 2019. Specific production or revision dates can be found on the revision pages included at the beginning of every UFC sub section document (100-900 series). The following facilities are typically required to support a Naval Mobile Construction Battalion:

- 14309 Expeditionary Ops Support Facility
- 14311 Operational Vehicle Garage
- 14312 Operational Vehicle Laydown Area
- 12317 Overhead Cover, Miscellaneous
- 21451 Automotive Organizational Shop
- 21455 Vehicle Wash Platform
- 21710 Electronics/Communications Maintenance Shop
- 85210 Parking Area

This is the current list of NMCB related CCNs as of April 2019 and detailed descriptions of each are provided in the UFC 2-000-05N. This list will be updated here and in the UFC as mission dictates in the future.